
Tadley Medical Partnership (TMP) 

Patient Participation Group 

 
We would like to invite you to the TMP Patient Participation Group’s Information 

Meeting for 2022 which will include a session on the state of Primary Care in relation 

to TMP. The meeting will be held in The Link, which is the new name for Tadley 

Community Centre, in Newchurch Road (RG26 4HN), on Wednesdays 3rd August 6.30 - 

8pm.  

 

This is the first open meeting we have managed to hold since August 2019, but we have 

managed to carry on meeting as a committee during this time, responding to patient 

queries and relaying Practice information through our page on the TMP website.  

Key members of the Practice have kindly agreed to attend the meeting and we wish the 

presentations to address your concerns and questions. For this reason, we would like 

you to provide us with any positive comments as well as any concerns in advance. Then 

we can group these together and provide some responses to these within the meeting 

itself.  

 

Previous meetings have been well attended plus we held a waiting list for seats so we 

have moved to a larger venue to ensure that as many people as possible can attend, but 

there is still a maximum attendance for the hall. We need therefore to ask for 

attendance numbers (see below). There will be tiered seating and we hope that the 

acoustics will be better in the Community Centre.  

 

Please respond by 8 July to the ppg4tadley@gmail.com address or hand your details in 

at Reception, marked PPG, and we will accept attendance details on a first come first 

served basis and will keep a waiting list if necessary. Please note that if you do not 

receive a response by 11 July you have been unsuccessful in reserving a seat. 

 

Please respond with the following: 

Names of people in your party attending 

 

Any mobility/hearing/vision needs which need to be accommodated. How can we 

help?  

 

Positive comments regarding the Practice 

 

Concerns/questions 

 

We look forward to seeing you there and thank you for your participation and 

constructive contribution. 

 

Tadley Medical Partnership PPG Committee  
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